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Abstract 
A gambling house r assigns to each state x of the discrete space X a nonempty collection 
r(x) of finitely additive probability distributions on X. A player in the house r starts at 
some state x. The player chooses the distribution a0 for the next state x 1 from r(x) and 
then chooses the conditional distribution a1(x1) for x2 from r(x1) and so on. Suppose the 
goal is to control the stochastic process x1,x2, ··· so that it will lie in a certain Borel (or 
even Souslin) subset A of the product space X x X x ••• and that r(A)(x) is the supremum 
over all choices of a 0 ,a1 ,. .. of the probability that the player attains this goal. Then the set 
function r( • )(x) has regularity properties like those of a capacity and, in particular, 
r(A)(x) = inf {r(O)(x): 0 is open and O ~ A}. 
Consequently, quite general gambling problems can be approximated by the classical 
problems of Dubins and Savage. 
AMS 1980 subject classification: 60040, 93E20, 28A12, 04A15. 
Key words and phrases: finitely additive gambling, stochastic control, optimal reward 
operator, regularity, capacity, Souslin sets. 
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1. Introduction 
Supppose X is a nonempty set of possible states for a process and that to each x e X is 
associated a nonempty collection r(x) of finitely additive probability measures defined on 
all subsets of X. Then, starting from any x, one can construct a random sequence 
x1,x2,··· by selecting a0 e r(x) to be the distribution of x1, then selecting a1(x1) e r(x1) 
to be the conditional distribution ofx2 given x1, and a2(x1,x2) e r(x2) to be the 
conditional distribution of x3 given x 1, x2, and so on. The sequence a = { a 0 ,a1, ···} is a 
strategy m x in the gambling houser. As is explained in Dubins and Savage [2,pp.7-21], 
each strategy a can be regarded as a finitely additive probability measure defined on the 
collection of clopen subsets of the set H = X x X x ···, where Xis given the discrete 
topology and H the product topology. In addition, there is a natural extension of each 
measure a to the sigma-field generated by the clopen subsets of H and even further to the 
collection of Souslin E1S. A of the form 
00 
A= U n B(a1, ... , <Xk) 
a k=l 
where the union is all over the sequences a = ( a 1,a2, ···) of positive integers and 
B(a1,··,ak) is a closed subset of H for every a and every k (Purves and Sudderth 
[8,Theorem 5.3]). (A reader unfamiliar with finite additivity can assume X is countable 
and all measures are countably additive to get the gist of the result stated below.) 
For each x, let S(x) be the collection of strategies a available at x in r, and, for each 
Souslin set A, define 
(1.1) r(A)(x) = sup{ a(A): a e S(x) }. 
Thus r(A)(x) is the m,timal reward for a player starting at x who seeks to control the 
process x1,x2,··· so that it will lie in A. 
Here is our main result 
Theorem 1.1. For every x e X and every Souslin set A s H, 
(1.2) r(A)(x) = inf{r(O)(x): O is open, O :2 A}. 
The fact that, for ·every x and A, 
3 
r(A)(x) = sup{r(C)(x): C is closed, Cs; A} 
is immediate from the analogous fact about a single strategy G (cf. Purves and Sudderth [8, 
Theorem 5.3]). 
The proof of Theorem 1.1. is based on the study of another operator r* which is 
defined, for x e X ~d E s H, by 
(1.3) r*(E)(x) = inf{r(O)(x): 0 open, 0 ~ E}. 
The operator r* ( • )(x) is a capacity in certain special cases such as when X is countable and 
all measures under consideration are countably additive (Maitra, Purves, and Sudderth [ 4, 
Lemma 3.1 ]). In such cases, Theorem 1.1 follows from the capacitability theorem of 
Choquet [1]. In general, r*(•)(x) fails to be a capacity although it will be shown to have 
certain properties akin to those of a capacity. For example, the usual "going up" property 
fails but there is an analogous result, Proposition 7 .1, in which the natural numbers are 
replaced by the collection of stop rules. 
Here is how the rest of the paper is organized. The next section introduces some 
terminology and notation. Section 3 shows that a certain functional equation is satisfied by 
each of the operators r and r*. The basic technique for proving equality (1.2) is presented 
in section 4 and is used in section 5 to verify the equality for sets A which are Ga's. · The 
next step is to verify it for Goo's in section 6. Finally, after the going up property of 
section 7, the proof is given for Souslin sets in section 8. The final section of the paper 
states a result for functions which is analogous to Theorem 1.1. 
We have written a paper [5] parallel to this one which treats the same sort of regularity 
questions in a measurable, countably additive setting. The results are somewhat similar but 
the proofs are more difficult because of measurability problems. To overcome these 
problems we find it necessary to use effective descriptive set theory. Conventional set 
theory is adequate for the purposes of this paper. 
2. Terminology and notation 
Our terminology and notation is based on that of Dubins and Savage [2] and, for the 
most part, will be the same as theirs. This section reviews the essential definitions of [2] 
and introduces a few additional items. 
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A sto:gping time is a mapping t from H to {l,2,--·} u { 00 } such that, if t(h) = n < oo and 
h' agrees with h in the first n coordinates, then t(h') = n. A~ mk is a stopping time 
which is everywhere finite. (Stopping times were called "incomplete stop rules " in [2].) 
Let x* be the set of all finite sequences of elements of X including the empty sequence. 
Let p,q e x* and h e H. Then pq is the member of x* whose terms are the terms of p 
followed by the terms of q and phis the member of H whose terms are the terms of p 
followed by those ofh. If As H, Ap = {h: ph e A} and pA = {ph: he A}. If g is a 
function defined on H, gp is the function on H defined by (gp )(h) = g(ph), h e H. If t is a 
stopping time, h = (h1,h2, •.. ) e H, and t(h) = n < 00, then ht(h) = hn, PtCh) = Pn(h) = 
(h1,···,hn), Apt is the set-valued function defined by (Apt)(h) = Apt(h), and gpt is the 
function-valued function defined by (gpt)(h) = gpi(h). 
Let p = (x 1 ,. .. ,xn) e x* and let t be a stopping time and a be a strategy. Define 
t[p](h) = t(ph) - n, he H. If t(x1,··,xn,··) > n, then t[p] is again a stopping time and 
corresponds to the additional waiting time given that the first n coordinates are p. Define 
the conditional strategy a[p] by setting a[p]0 = an(p) and a[p]m(q) = an+m(pq) for each 
m=l,2,·· and q e xm. If a is a strategy available at x in the houser, then a[p] is 
available at xn, the last coordinate of p. Define a[pt1 at h to be a[pt{h)] whenever t(h) < oo. 
I 
Two strategies a and a' ~m]m1QJstcmpin&~tif ao=a0 and whenever_h e H 
I 
and t(h) > n, then an(pn(h)) = %(pn(h)). 
Let K s H, g be a function with domain H, and let t be a stop rule. Say that 
K(respectively,g) is determined~ time t if, whenever h, h' e H and t(h) = t(h'), then 
~ither h, h' are both in Kor both are in the complement ofK(respectively,g(h) = g(h')). 
Those sets K which are determined by some stop rule t are precisely the clopen subsets of 
H [2, Corollary 2. 7 .1 ]. 
It is not difficult to see that the open subsets ofH are those sets of the form [t < oo] for 
some stopping time t. Thus (1.3) can be rewritten as 
(2.1) r*(E)(x) = inf {r[t < oo](x): ta stopping time, Es [t < oo]} 
forE sH. 
s. 
3. Functional equations for r and r* 
Each of the operators r and r* satisfies a functional equation which is a version of the 
optimality equation of dynamic programming. These functional equations will be used 
repeatedly in our proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Here is the equation for r. 
Pro.position 3.1. Let B be a Borel subset of H and let t be a stopping time such that 
B s [t < oo]. Then, for every x, 
(3.1) r(B)(x) = sup {j r(Bp1)(h1)da: a e S(x)}. 
t<oo 
Proof: Let a e S(x). By Lemma 5.1 of Purves and Sudderth [9], 
a(B)(x) = J a[pJ(Bp1) da 
t<oo 
~ J r(Bp1)Chr) da. 
t<oo 
Take the supremum over a in S(x) to get that the left side of (3.1) is less than or equal to 
the right side. 
To prove the reverse inequality, let a e S(x), £ > 0, and, for each p = (x1,··,xn) e x*, 
choose a(p) e S(xn) such that a(p)(Bp) > r(Bp)(xn) - £. Now define the strategy 
~ e S(x) to be the strategy which agrees with a prior to t and satisfies ~ [ptl = a(pt) on 
[t < oo]. Use [9, Lemma 5.1] again to get 
r(B)(x):.? ~(B) = J a(p1)(Bp1)da 
t<oo 
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t <oo 
Take the supremum over a e S(x) to complete the proof. D 
Here is an immediate corollary which corresponds to Lemma 2.2 of [9]. 
Corollmy 3.2. If B is a Borel subset of H, r is a stop ·rule, and x e X, then 
(3.2) r(B)(x) = sup 1Jr(Bpr)(hr) dcr: ere S(x)). 
The operator r* satisfies the same functional equation as r and it holds for arbitrary sets 
rather than just Borel sets. 
Proposition 3.3. Let As Hand let t be a stopping~ such that As [t < oo]. Then, for 
every x, 
t<oo 
Proof: Let E > 0. For each p = (x 1 ,. .. ,xn) E x*, use (2.1) to choose a stopping time 
t(p) such that Ap s [t(p) < 00] and r[i(p) < oo](xn) < r*(Ap)(xn) + E. Define a stopping 
time t by setting 
t(h) = t(h) + 't(pt(h})(ht(h)+ l,ht(h}+2,•••) if t(h) <oo , 
= 00 ll t(h) = oo. 
Notice that, if h EA, then t(h) < 00 and Cht(h)+l,ht(h)+2,··) E Apt(h) so that 
t(p1(h))(h1(h)+l,ht(h)+2,···) < 00• Hence, As [t < oo]. Notice also that 
[t < 00]p1(h) = [t(p1(h)) < oo] if t(h) < 00• So, for every a E S(x), 
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a[ 't< oo] = f O'(pt(h)][i(pt(h)) < 00]d0' 
t <oo 
S f r*(Apt)(ht)da+e 
t<oo 
By (2.1), r*(A)(x) S r[t < oo](x) = sup { a[t < 00]: a £ S(x)}. So the proof that the left 
side of (3.3) is less than or equal to the right side is complete. 
For the inverse inequality, it suffices to show that, for each open set O with 
02A, 
(3.4) r(O)(x) > sup{ J r*<Apt)(ht)da: a £ S(x)}. 
t <oo 
By (3.2) and the definition of r*, for any stop rule r, 
r(O)(x) = sup{ J r(()pr)(hr)da: a e S(x)}. 
~ sup{ J r*<APr)Chr)dO': O' £ S(x)}. 
Replace r by the stop rule t ,.. r to see that 
r(O)(x) ~sup{ J r*(Apt)(ht)da: O' £ S(x)}. 
Now take the supremum over r and apply Lemma 5.1 of [9] to get (3.4). D 
Corollaty 3.4. If A E H, r is a stop rule, and x £ X, then 
(3.5) r*(A)(x) = sup( J f'*(Apr}Chr)dO': O' £ S(x}}. 
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4. The measure of countable intersections. 
Call a Souslin set A sgyeezable m x ifr*(A)(x) = r(A)(x) or, equivalently, if (1.2) 
holds. Our basic technique for proving that A is squeezable at x is to construct a closed set 
C inside A and a a£ S(x) such that a(C) is almost as large as r*(A)(x). Our main tool for 
these constructions is the result of this section. 
The following assumptions are needed to state the result: 
(i) { rn} is a sequence of stop rules such that r1 (h) < f2(h) < ··· for every h e H. 
(ii) {Kn} is a sequence of clopen sets such that, for every n, Kn is determined by time rn. 
(iii) 0 .s. Q0 .s. 1 and, for n ~ 1, Qn: H ~ [0,1] is determined by time rn. 
For the last two assumptions, fix £ > 0, x e X and set q0 (h) = pr0 (h) for every h e H 
and n = 1,2, ···. 
(iv) al e S(x) and 
J Q1da1 > Qo-£12. 
Kl 
(v) For every he H and n = 1,2, ···, an+l(qn(h)) e S(hrnCh)) and 
J (Qn+lqn(h))dan+l(qn(h)) > Qn(h). e12n+l 
Kn+lqn(h) 
n 
whenever h e fl Ki • 
i=l 
Pro.position 4.1. Let a be the strategy which agrees with a 1 _ prior to tit?Je rt and, for each 
fl~ 1 and h EH, has a conditional strategy O'[C}n(h)] which agrees with an+l(CJn(h)) prior 
to time rn+l[qn(h)]. Then a e S(x) and · 
00 
(4.1) a (fl Kn)> Qo- £. 
n=l 
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Proof: That a e S(x) is clear from the definition of a. The proof of the inequality can be 
reduced to Lemma 5.4 of [9]. The idea of the reduction is to replace X by the set x* of 
finite sequences of members ofX so that Qn(h) = Qn(Prn(h)) can be written in the form 
Q*( h * r* n) in the new space. (A similar reduction is carried out in detail in [3].) 
Alternatively, one can easily imitate the proof in [9]. D · 
5. Squeezing G6's. 
Let ol, o2, ··· be open subsets ofH and let G = r\ on. 
Prcmosition 5.1. For every x e X, r*(G)(x) = r(G)(x). 
The proof will be an application of Proposition 4.1. (The proof is analogous to that of 
Theorem 3 in Purves and Sudderth [9] which is a special case of Proposition 5.1) To start 
the construction of section 4, we need a lemma. 
Lemma 5.2. Given x e X, e > 0, a stopping time t, and A E [t < oo], there is a strategy 
- -a= a( x,e, A,t) e S(x) and a stop rule r = r( x,e, A,t) such that r ~ t and 
(5.1) J r*(APr)Chr)dCJ > r*(A)(x) - E 
K 
where K = [t = r] is a clopen subset of [t < oo] and is determined by timer. 
17QQf: By Proposition 3.3, there exists a e S(x) such that 
J r*(Apt)(ht)dCJ > r*(A)(x) - Ell. 
t<oo 
Now use the fact that 
a[t < oo] = sup { a[t = r]: r a stop rule} from [9, Lemma 5.1]. . D 
As was mentioned in section 2, for each of the open set on, there is a. stopping time tn 
such that on= [tn < oo]. Also, we may assume for the proof of Proposition 5.1 that 
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ol 2 o2 2 ··· and, by adding constants if necessary, that tt (h) < t2(h) < ··· for every h. 
Fix x £ X and£> 0. We will use the lemma to define inductively {rn}, {Kn}, {Qn}, 
CJ 1, and {an} satisfying properties (i) through ( v) of section 4. 
Set Q0 = r*(G)(x). Since Gs [tl < oo], we can apply Lemma 5.2 to get 
rt = r( x,£12, G,tl), Kt = [ tl = rt], and al = a( x,£12, G,tt). Set 
Q1(h) =r*(Gq1 (h))(hr1 (h)) and notice property (iv) ,s an instance of (5_.1). 
Suppose now that rt,···,rn; Kl,···,Kn; al, a2, ... ,an; and Qo,···,Qn have been 
n 
defined and that Ki= [ti= ri] for i = 1, ... ,n. To define rn+l, first suppose he flKi. 
Then 
qn(h) = Prn(h) = PtnCh) and · 
' ' Gqn(h) = {h : qn(h) h £ G} 
' ' s {h : tn+l[qn(h)](h) < oo}. 
Use Lemma 5.2 to get 
rn (qn(h)) = r(hr0 (h), e12n+l, Gqn(h), tn+lCqn(h)]). 
n 
If h e: fl Ki , let rn (qn(h)) = 1. Now define rn+ 1 (h) = rn(h) + 
i=l 
. i=l 
rn(qo(h))(hrn(h)+l,hrn(h)+2, ... ) for every h. Set Kn+l = [tn+l = rn+ll and notice 
that, for he Kn= [tn = rn], 
Kn+lqn(h) = [tn+l[qn(h)] = rn[qn(h))]. 
Set Qn+ 1 (h) = f'*(Gqn+ 1 (h) )Chrn+ 1 (h) ). Finally, def me 
O"n+l(Qn(h)) = O'(hrnCh), £12n+l, Gqn(h), fn+1lqn(h)]), if he AKi 
i=l 
- 1 n 
and let an+ (qo(h)) be an arbitrary element of SChrn(h)) if h e: fl Ki . 
i=l 
This completes the inductive definition and, with the aid of Lemma 5.2, properties (i) 
through (v) are easy to verify. So Proposition 4.1 gives a strategy CJ£ S(x) such that 
1 1 
00 
a( fl Kn) ~ r*(G)(x) - £ • 
n=l 
Furthermore 
00 00 00 
fl Kn = fl [tn = rn] s fl [tn < 00] = G 
n=l n=l n=l 
so that 
r(G)(x) 2: a(G) ~ r*(G)(x) - £. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
6. Squeezing G6a's. 
A 06a set is a countable union of countable intersections of open sets. The object of 
this section is to generalize Proposition 5.1 to such sets. 
Prqposition 6.1. If Eis a G6a subset of Hand x £ X, then r*(E)(x) = r(E)(x). 
This result was proved in a countably additive setting in Maitra, Purves, and Sudderth 
[ 4]. The proof here will be similar, but there are some additional difficulties to overcome in 
the finitely additive c~e. 
· The proof will require a few lemmas and definitions. All of the sets occuring in the 
lemmas and defintions are assumed to be Borel subsets of H. (The results also hold for 
sets E which, lilc~ Borel sets, are in the domain of every strategy and have sections Ep, 
p £ x* with the same property.) 
Definition. Say that Eis r- null ( [*::mill) if r(Ep)(x) = 0 (r*(Ep)(x) = 0) for all 
* xeX, peX. 
The set functions r*(•)(x) need not be countably subadditive, but do have a related 
property. 
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Lemma 6.2. If E 1, E2, ... are r*-null then so is their union. 
Proof: It suffices to show r*(lJED)(x) = 0 for a fixed x. (This is so because Elp, 
E2P,·· are r*-null when El, E2, ··· are.) Let e > 0. 
For each p e x* and n = 1,2, ··· , choose an open set O(p,n) 2 E0p and such that 
r{O(p,n))(l(p)) < £121pl where l(p) denotes the last element of the finite sequence p and lpl is 
the number of elements of p. Define 
pO(p,n) = {ph : h £ O{p,n)}, 
and set 
on= U{pO{p,n): lpl = n}, 0 = uon. 
Then . 0 2 UEn because on 2 En for every n. 
Now for a e S(x) and p ex* with lpl = n, 
a [p](QDp) = a [p](O(p,n)) s r(O(p,n))(l(p)) < e12n. 
By Lemma 5.2 of [8], a(O) s e. Hence, 
r*(UED)(x) s r(O)(x) s £. D 
Lemma 6.3. A G&J set E which is r -null is also r*-null. 
fmQf: Write E = UEn where the En are Ga's. Every ~n is r-null because E is. By 
Proposition 5.1, every E0 p is squeezable at every x. Hence, every En is r*-null. Now 
use Lemma 6.2. D 
Call a subset E of H e- squeezable at x if r*(E)(x) < r(E)(x) + e. 
Lemma 6.4. If Dis£- squeezable at x and r*(N)(x)= 0, then DU N is 2£- squeezable 
at x. 
fmgf: Choose open sets 01, 02 such that 01 2 D, 02 2 N and 
r(O1)(x) < r(D)(x) + 3£12, r(O2)(x) < £12. 
Then 
r(O1 U02)(x) s r(Ot)(x) + r(O2)(x) 
< r(D)(x) + 2£ 
< r(DUN)(x) + 2£. 
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D 
For E s H and O < E < 1, define Ae = Ae(E) by · 
Ae = {p ex* : r(Ep)(l(p)) > 1 -e}, 
where l(p) denotes the last element of p. Also define a stopping time 't£ = 'te(E) by · 
. 'te(h) = inf{n: PnCh) EA} 
for h eH. 
Lemma 6.5. E (") ['te = oo] is r-null. 
Proof: Let p = (x 1 ,···,Xn) E x*. If 't£ (x 1 ,··,xn, ... ) < n, then 
(E (") ['te = oo])p 5 ['te = oo]p = \ · 
and obviously 
r((E (") ['te = oo])p)(x) = 0 
for every x. If 'te (xt,··,xn;··) > n, then the conditional stopping time 'te[p] is just 'te(Ep) 
and 
(E (") ['te = oo])p = Ep (") ['te(Ep) = oo]. 
The final set is again of the form E n [ 'te = oo ]. So it suffices to show 
r(E n ['te = oo])(x) = 0 for every x. Suppose not Then there is an x and a a£ S(x) 
such that E n [ 'te = oo] has positive measure under a. By the finitely additive Levy zero-
one law [10] there is an h EH and a positive integer n such that 
(6.1) a[pn(h)]((E (") ['t£ = oo])pn(h)) > 1 - £. 
The set ['te = oo]pn(h) must be nonempty, because it is a superset of a set of positive 
measure. This implies that pi(h) ~ Ae, i = l, ... ,n. (If, for some i .Sn, (hl,···,hi) E Ae, 
then 'te(pn(h)h') would be finite for all h' £Hand ['te = 00]}pn(h) would be empty.) 
On the other hand, by (6.1) and the fact that a[pn(h)] £ S(hn), 
1 - £ < a[pn(h)](Epn(h)) 
s r(Epn(h))(hn). 
So pn(h) £ Ae. This is a contradiction. D 
L&roma 6.6. E (") ['te < 00] is £-squeezable at every X. 
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fmgf: To simplifly notation, write 't for 'te. The open set [,: < 00] contains 
E n [,: < oo ]. So it suffices to show that 
r ['t < oo](x) < r(E n ['t < oo])(x) + £. 
Now, on the set ['t < oo], r(Ep,:)(ht) > 1 - £. So, by Proposition 3.1, 
r(E (") [ te < -])(x) = sup cf r(EPt)Cht)dCJ : CJ £ S(x)] 
~ sup( (1 - e)a['t < oo] : a£ S(x)} 
= o -e>rct < 001cx>. D 
Here, at last, is the proof of the main result of this section. 
Proof of Prqposition 6.1 : Fix x e X and e e (0, 1 ). Set D = E n [ te < 00] and 
N = E fl [ te = oo]. Then D is £-squeezable by Lemma 6.6. Also, N is r -null by 
Lemma 6.5 and is a G&r because [ te = oo] is closed. So, by Lemma 6.3, N is r*-null. 
Apply Lemma 6.4 to see that E = D U N is 2£-squeezable. Since £ is arbitrary, the proof 
is complete. D 
7. The "going up" propeny for r*. 
Assume throughout this section that 
Al s; A2 s ···· 
is a sequence of subsets of H. If X is countable and all measures are countably additive, 
then, by [4, Corollary 2.10], 
r*(U An)(x) = sup r*(U An)(x) 
n 
for every x. This equality can fail quite easily in the presence of finitely additive measures. 
However, the main result of this section is an appropriate analogue. 
Prqposition 7 .1. For every x e X, 
r*(U An)(x) = sup{r*(Al)(x): r a stop rule}. 
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Here Ar= {h: h E ArCh)}. 
The proof uses several lemmas. The first two are about squeezing sets uniformly in x. 
Their proof uses the following notation: For p Ex* and B s H, set pB = {ph : h E B}. 
Lemma 7 .2. Given A s H and E > 0, there is an open set O 2 A such that, for all x EX, 
r(Q)(x) S r*(A)(x) + E. 
fmgf: For each y EX, choose O(y) open with O(y) 2 Ay and 
r(Q(y))(y) .S r*(Ay)(y) + E. 
Define 
O=UyO(y) 
y 
Apply Corollaries 3.2 and 3.4 with r = 1 to see that 
r<o)(x) = sup{J r(O(y))(y)y(dy) : 'Ye r(x) J 
~ sup tJ f'*(Ay)(y)y(dy) : 'Ye r(x)] + e. 
= r*(A)(x) + E. 
Lemma 7 .3. Given A s H, there exists a 06 set G 2 A such that 
r*(Ap)(x) = r(Gp)(x) for all p Ex• and x EX. 
D 
Proof: Let E > 0. For each p, use Lemma 7.2 to get an open set O(p) 2 Ap such that, for 
all x, 
rCO(p))(x)sr*(Ap)(x) + E. 
Let on be the open set 
on = U{pO(p) : lpl = n} 
and define 
GE = (""\QD. 
Then GE 2 A and, for every x and every p of length n, 
r(QEp )(x) s r(onp )(x) 
16 
= r(Q(p))(x) 
S r*(Ap )(x) + £. 
Finally, take 
G= flol/m. 
m 
D 
The next two lemmas are concerned with the uniform squeezing of all the An. 
Lemma 7 .4. There exist 06 sets G 1, o2, ... such that, for all n, p, and x, 
(i) on s on+l 
(ii) Ans on 
(iii) r(Qnp)(x) = r*(Anp)(x). 
fmgf: Use Lemma 7.3 to get G6's on satisfying (ii) and (iii). Then let 
on= f'lok. D 
~n 
A sequence G = (Gl, 02, ... ) of Ga's as in Lemma 7.4 is called a uniform squeeze for 
A= (Al, A2, .. ). 
Lemma 7.5. If G is a uniform squeeze of A, then 
r(orp)(x) = r*(Arp)(x) 
for all stop rules r, p £ X*, and x £ X. 
fr.Qm: The proof is by induction on the structure of r [2, sections 2. 7 and 2.9]. If r has 
structure zero, the desired equality is just property (iii) of the previous lemma. So assume r 
has structure a > 0 and that the equality holds for stop rules of smaller structure. 
By corollaries 3.2 and 3.4, 
r(Qrp)(x) = sup (J r(orpy)(y)'y(dy): 'YE r(x)}, 
and 
So it suffices to show that 
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(7.1) r(orpy)(y) = r*(Arpy)(y) 
for every p = (x1,··,xn) and y. 
Consider first the case where 
r(py ···) = r(x1,··,xn,y,··) = k ~ n + 1. 
Then orpy = okpy and Arpy = Akpy 
so that (7.1) is an instance of Lemma 7.4 (iii). Next suppose 
r(py ···) > n + 1 
and recall that r[py] is the stop rule given by 
r[py](h) = r(pyh) -n- 1. 
Introduce new sequences of sets 
o = con+2py, on+3py, ···> 
A= ( An+2py, An+3py, ···). 
- -Now G is a uniform squeeze for A and it can be checked that 
fir[py] = (Gl)py, 
Xr[py] = (Al)py. 
Equality (7 .1) now follows from the inductive hypothesis because r[py] has structure 
smaller than a. D 
Our final lemma gives a "going up" property for r. 
Lemma 7.6. Let Bl s B2 5 ... be Borel subsets ofH and let x e X. Then 
r(UBn)(x) = sup{r(Bl)(x): r a stop rule}. 
fmQf: Since UBn 2 Br for every r, one inequality is obvious. The other inequality 
follows easily from Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 of [8]. 0 
Proof of Proposition 7 .1 : Clearly, 
r*(UAn)(x) ~ sup r*(Al)(x) 
r 
because UAn 2 Ar for every r. To prove the opposite inequality, let G = (Gl, G2, .. ) be 
a sequence of G6's which is a uniform squeeze for A. Then 
r*(UAn)(x) s rcuon)(x) 
= sup r(Gl)(x) 
r 
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= sup r*(Al)(x), 
r 
where the inequality is from Proposition 6.1 and the equalities are by Lemmas 7 .6 and 
7.5, respectively. D · 
8. The proof of Theorem 1. 1 
Suppose that, for each finite sequence P of positive integers, B(P) is a clopen subset of 
H. Define 
00 
(8.1) A= U fl B(a1, ... , ak) 
a n=l 
where the union is over all infinite sequences a= ( a 1, a2, ···) of positive integers. 
Because every closed subset of H is a countable intersection of clopen sets, every Souslin 
set is of this form (cf. exercise I.2.2 of Neveu [6]). Assume, without loss of generality 
that 
(8.2) B(a1, ···, an) 2 B(at, ···, an, an+l) 
for every a and n. 
Fix xo e X and e > 0. It is enough to construct a e S(Xo) such that 
(8.3) a(A) ~ r*(A)(Xo) - e. 
The consttuction uses Proposition 4.1 and techniques of Sierpinski [11, pp. 48-50] which 
have also been used to prove Choquet's capacitability theorem. 
For each finite sequence P =(PI, ... , Pk) of positive integers, introduce 
00 
(8.4) 
P1 
A(P)= u 
it=l 
U U fl B(it, ... , ik, a1, ... , an). 
ik=l a n=l 
Form a positive integer, let Pm be the concatenation (Pl,···, Pk, m). Then clearly 
00 
(8.5) A(P) = U A(Pm), 
m=l 
and A(Pm) t A(P). 
If s 1, ···, Sk are stop rules, let 
A(s1, ···, sk) = { h: he A(st(h), ···, Sk(h))}. 
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In order to apply Proposition 4.1, we must define { rn), {Kn), a 1, {an}, and { Qn}. 
As part of the inductive defintion, we will also need another sequence of stop rules { sn}. 
To start the induction, set Qo = r*(A)(Xo) and use (8.5) with ~ taken to be the empty 
sequence to see that 
A(m) t A. 
So, by Proposition 7 .1, there is a stop rule s 1 such that 
(8.6) r*(A(s1))(Xo) > Qo - £14 • 
. I.et 
st 
Kt= UB(i). 
i=l 
By (8~2) and (8.4), Kt 2 A(st). Check also that Kt is clopen and let rt be a stop rule 
such that st s r1 and K 1 is determined by time r1. Use Corollary 3.4 to get a 1 £ S(Xo) 
such that 
(8. 7) J r*(A(s l)Pr1 )(hr1 )da 1 > r*(A(s 1)(Xo) - E/4. 
Because Kt 2 A(sl) and is determined by time rt, 
(8.8) f r*(A(s1)Pr1)(hr1)da1 = J r*{A(s1)Pr1)Chr1)da1 • 
Kt 
Define Qt (h) = r*(A(s1)Prt (h))Chrt (h)) and notice that property (iv) of section 4 is a 
consequence of (8.6), (8. 7), and (8.8). 
Suppose now that rt,···, rn; al; a2, ... ,an; Kl,•••,Kn; Qt,•••,Qn; and Sl, ···, Sn have 
been defined. Assume properties (i) through (v) of section 4 hold and also that, for 
k = 1, ~--, n, 
(8.9) 
st 
Kk= U 
it=l 
Sk 
U B(it,··,ik) 
ik=t 
Qk(h) = r*(A(st, ···, sk)qk(h))(hl'k(h)) 
for all h £ H, where <Uc = Prk· 
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For the inductive step, notice that, for every h, 
A(st (h), ···, sn(h),m)qn(h) t A(s1 (h), ···, sn(h))qn(h). 
By proposition 7.1, there is a stop rule rn(qn(h)) such that 
(8.10) r*(A(st(h), ···, sn(h), r(qn(h))qn(h))(hrnCh)) 
> r*(A(s1 (h), ···, sn(h))qn(h))(hrnCh)) - £12n+2. 
Define 
sn+l(h) = rn(h) + rn(Qn(h))(hrn(h)+l, hrn(h)+2, ···) 
and notice that 
(8.11) A(s1, ···, sn+l)Qn(h) 2 A(st, ···, sn, r(qn(h))qn(h)). 
Next use (8.9) with k = n+ 1 to define Kn+ 1 and Qn+ 1. It is easy to check that Kn+ 1 is 
clopen and, by (8.2) and (8.9), 
(8.12) A(s1, ···, sn+l) s; Kn+l s; Kn. 
Choose a stop rule rn+ 1 strictly- larger than the maximum of rn with sn+ 1 such that Kn+ 1 
is determined by time rn+l· Then use Corollary 3.4 to choose, for every h, iJn+l(qo(h)) 
e S(hrn(h)) so that 
(8.13) f r*(A(s 1, ... , sn+ t)qn(h)Prn+ 1 [ Cin (h) ])(h 'rn+ 1 [ 4n (h)])dirn+ 1 ( Qn(h) )(h1 
> r*(A(s1, ···, sn+l)Qn(h))(hrn(h)) - e12n+2. 
The integral above would be the same if taken over the set Kn+lQn(h) because this set 
contains A(s1, ···, sn+l)Qn(h) by (8.12) and is determined by time rn+l[Qn(h)]. 
Property (v) of section 4 now follows from (8.10), (8.11), (8.13) and the definition of 
Qn in (8.9). Properties (i), (ii), and (iii) are clear from the construction and (iv) was 
checked above. So, by Proposition 4.1, there is a CJ e S(Xo) such that 
00 
CJ( nKi) ~ Qo - £. 
i=l 
The proof of (8.3), as well as that of Theorem 1.1, will be complete once we show that 
00 
A 2 '1Ki. 
i=l 
To see this, fix h e '1 Ki and let S be the set of finite sequences of positive integers 
given by 
S = U {(u1, ···, Uk) : _Ui S Si(h), i = 1, ···, k, and he B(Ul, ···, Uk) }. 
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Then, by (8.2), Sis closed under initial segments. Also, for every k ~ 1, S contains a 
sequence of length k because h e Kk. Thus Konig's lemma applies to give an infinite 
sequence a1, a2, ··· such that h £ B(a1, ···, ak) for all k. So he A. D 
9. Squeezing functions. 
Let g be a bounded, real-valued function defined on H which is ~ Souslin in the 
se~se that, for every real number a, { h : g(h) > a) is a Souslin set For example, g is upper 
Souslin if g is Borel measurable. Define 
( rg)(x) = sup cJ gda : a £ S(x)) 
for each x e X. (The integral of g with respect to every a is well-defined because g can be 
uniformly approximated by a linear combination of indicator functions of Souslin sets.) In 
view of Theorem 1.1 and classical results for functions, one expects that, given £ > 0, there 
will be a lower semi-continuous function f~ g such that (rf)(x) S (rg)(x) + £. However, a 
simple counterexample in [5] shows that such an f need not exist. To obtain a squeezing 
result for functions, we introduce a new collection. 
Say that the bounded function f : H ~ R is lllm!3: 06 if, for every real number a, 
( h : g(h) > a) is the intersection of a countable collection of open sets. 
Theorem 9.1. If g is upper Souslin, then 
rg = inf{rf: f ~ g, f is upper 06). 
We omit the proof because it is ~imilar to and slightly simpler than that of an analogous 
result in the countably additive theory [5, Theorem 10.1]. 
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